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Tumor Induced Angiogenesis
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Circulating Tumor Cells (CTCs)
CTCs:
• Tumor cells in transit within the blood stream
• Metastatic precursors - could initiating a metastatic lesion
Detect & Isolate CTCs:
• simple and minimally invasive
• opportunity to extend studies of cancer metastasis directly to human cancer:
real-time monitoring of new cancer therapies
mechanisms of drug release
early cancer detection
Problem:
• CTCs: extraordinarily rare (~1 CTC per billion normal blood cells)

Ultimate goal:
• CTC efficient isolation of with hight purity: A technological challenge.

Yu, et al. "Circulating tumor cells: approaches to isolation and characterization." The Journal of cell biology 192.3 (2011): 373-382
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CAM, also known as TACSTD1) antibodies.
the specificity for CTC capture from unfracEpCAM is frequently overexpressed by carectal, breast, prostate, head and neck, and
bsent from haematologic cells23,24.
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Methods and Devices for CTC isolation
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The expected cell number for circular pore design was 4 ± 1. The expected cell number for oval pore design was 8 ± 2.

recovery rates of samples containing <10 cells/mL were measure and demonstrated in Table 2. Using the circular pore
design, we were able to recover at least three cells when four
cells were expected and at least six cells were recovered when
expected cell count of eight cells were applied with the oval
pores. For each experiment, the expected cell numbers were
determined by manual count using hemacytometer and the intersample variation is 10–20%. Judging from the results above,
we did not experience a significant difference in performance
between the oval and circular
187 pore designs; therefore, we have
based our filters with integrated electrodes using the circular
design.
S. Zheng et al. / J. Chromatogr. A 1162 (2007) 154–161

Desitter et al: Device for Rapid Isolation of Circulating Tumor Cells
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P. Paterlini-Brechot, N.L. Benali / Cancer Letters 253 (2007) 180–204
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Membrane microfilter device

SEM pictures were taken for LNCaP cells isolated
membrane filer (Fig. 5). Compared with commercially ava
polycarbonate filters (Fig. 5A), parylene filters (Fig. 5B
C) are more dense and without fused pores. The SEM fix
procedure (Fig. 5D) preserved the cell shape better than
without fixation (Fig. 5C).

3.2. Capture of hematoxylin pre-stained tumor cells spike
in whole human blood

To mimic the real clinical samples obtained from c
patients, the device performance was also tested by sp

(Fig.
1C),
increasing
the number of cell-surface interactions in
View
Article
Online
the antibody-coated device. Flow visualization studies demonstrate this concept, showing in small scale versions of the flat
HB-Chip consists of a 1” × 3” glass slide bonded to a polydiand herringbone devices that two separate streams of equal viscmethylsiloxane (PDMS) structure, containing eight microchanosity (one fluorescently labeled green, one clear) fail to mix in the
nels with patterned chevrons or herringbones on their upper
former but mix rapidly in the latter (Fig. S1 A, B). Three-dimensurface (Fig. 1A). The internal walls of the device are made
sional projections of confocal images illustrate the high degree of
chemically active by in-line functionalization and coating with
mixing within one cycle of herringbone grooves, with the two
antibodies against EpCAM (see Materials and Methods). The
consists
of of3thes device
of forward
pressure
followed
1 sofoffluid
reverse
streams
folding over one another (Fig. 1 E, F) (see
geometric
design
is based upon
the general
strategy by
Movie
S1, Movie S2, Movie S3, and Movie S4 for complete
forpressure,
inducing chaotic
mixing
at
low
Re
numbers
(20),
adapted
for
applied for a total of 60 s.
Fig. 5. SEM pictures. (A) Commercial membrane filter with sparse and occasionally fused pores, (B) microfabricated parylene membrane filter, (C) pa
visualization of the flow fields; Fig.
S2A–D).
Asmembrane
predictedfilters without electrodes.
Fig. 1.
Fabricated
(A) Released membrane, (B) close-up view on one circular pore membrane filter and (C) close-up view on
isolation of rare cells from whole blood by varying the ratio of
membrane filter with cells captured without SEM fixation treatment and (D) parylene membrane filter with cells captured after SEM fixation procedure.
mechanism
was evaluated
over
several
(20), flow
rate does
not impact the degree
of mixing
for the range
heightThe
of therepeatability
grooves to that ofof
thethis
channel,
chevron dimensions,
one oval
pore membrane
filter.
View Article Online
of
Re
that
is
relevant
in
this
system
(Fig.
S1
A,
B).
Thus,
any
inand periodicity. The herringbone grooves are staggered periodisorting trials using MLCs under the aforementioned
standard
terpatient variances
in the rheological properties of the blood will
cally, with each mixing cycle defined by two sequential regions of
not
the extent
of mixing in the herringbone CTC-Chip.
tenoperating
chevrons shifted
asymmetrically
1B).were
The final
dimenconditions.
The(Fig.
trials
conducted
onimpact
different
days
Cr/Au (200 Å/2500 Å) was e-beam evaporated on wafer front
sions of the device were selected based on the optimization
side. Metal was then liftoff by dissolving photoresist in phousing
devices
from
separate
fabrication
batches.
As
shown
in
HB-Chip
Optimization
and
Validation by Capture of Cancer Cell Lines.
studies: overall height of channel (h) 50 μm, with the ratio of
Highly Efficient Circulating Tumor Cell Isolation
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To demonstrate the impact of herringbone-mediated mixing, the
the height of the grooves to that of the channel (α) set to 0.8;
toresist stripper ST22 at 80 ◦ C for 2 h with ultrasonication. The
Fig.
7A,
the
resulting
distributions
were
consistent
and
HB-Chip was first compared
with a traditional
smooth into
wall the circulatory system. These
angle between the herringbones and the axis of the channel
during intravasation
of CTCs
pore positions on the metal layer were patterned by wet etchmicrofluidic
channelofof similar dimensions (Fig. 2A, and
(θ)repeatable.
45°, and principal
wave vector, qthe
¼ 2π∕100
μm (20,
A
Specifically,
means
and21).
standard
deviations
ing (Transene, Danvers, MA, USA). Parylene pores were RIE
changes
cell mechanical
can therefore interfere with
Fig. S3 A, B). We used
a singlein
channel
of either the properties
HB-Chip
branching inlet header was designed to feed into eight individual
the distributions
are within
12%
or another.
the smooth chamber
connectedofto aseparation
microfluidic waste
etched with same mask. Finally the photoresist was striped and
channels
to promote mechanical
integrity6%
and and
uniform
flow of
dis-one
thedevice,
efficiency
techniques that rely upon these
collection
chamber
(Fig. S4). This small
footprint serial chamber
tribution
across
thethe
device
(Fig. 1ofA).oscillation pressure, MLCs
10
the whole film was released in deionized (DI) water.
To
study
effect
were
sorted
properties.
Although
magnetic
separation
techniques
have
setup allowed for accurate counting of target PC3 prostate cancer
In comparison to a traditional flat-walled microfluidic device
cells
captured
in
the
devices,
as
well
as
enumeration
of
non(Fig.
1D),
the
herringbone-induced
microvortices
disrupt
the
using pressures of 7, 14, 28, 41, and 55 kPa while all other
been widely developed for isolating tumor cells spiked into
laminar flow streamlines that cells travel, causing them to “shift”
captured cells flowing into a11–13
microfluidic waste chamber, thus
2.2. Membrane filter assembly
Results

Design of the Herringbone-Chip and Flow Visualization Studies. The

and sorted the sample under identical experimental conditions as
described above. Example bright-field and fluorescence images
Credit: Desitter et al. 2007
and resulting distributions are shown in Fig. 6A–C. The
distributions of MLCs and PBMCs overlapped in the 7 and
8 mm rows. Therefore, using the 8 mm pore as a cutoff yields a
separation efficiency of 98% with a purity of 99% for the MLCs
CTC-chip
and correspondingly a 97% efficiency with 95% purity for the
PBMCs in this sample (Fig. 6D). Efficiency and purity are
d as follows:
defined

Credit: Paterlini-Brechot et al. 2007

Credit: Zheng et al. 2007

Isolation by marker expression

Efficiency~

Target cells in desired area
|100%
Total target cells in sample

(4)

HTMSU

HB-chip

Micromagnetic device

Published on 08 March 2012. Downloaded by ETH-Zurich on 23/03/2016 14:02:21.

Isolation by physical characteristics

Hospital for Children, Boston, Massachusetts 02114, USA.
resses: National Human Genome Research Institute/NIH
alth System, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109, USA (U.J.B.).
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where magnetic
bead-bound cells are collected when a
permanent magnet is placed directly beneath the lower row of side
Whole blood
chambers.
(b) A magnified view of a portion of the schematic shown in
microfluidic devices that house three different microfluidic components
Magnetic beads (CD45, CD66b)
(a) depicting how rare CTCs bound to magnetic beads are separated
engineered for inline operation: DLD to remove nucleated cells from whole
Buffer
from white blood cells (WBCs), isolated from blood and pulled into the
blood by size-based deflection byExperimental
using a specially designed array of posts
Module 1:
performed in CTC-iChip1, inertial focusing to line up cells to prepare for
side chambers by an adjacent NdFeB stationary magnet as blood flows
CTC-iChip1
precise magnetic separation and Microfluidic-magnetic
magnetophoresis for sensitive
of design,
(deterministic
lateral and
RBCs
through the main channel
of the device. (c) A photograph of the PDMS
cellseparation
separator
fabrication
displacement)
PLTs
bead-labeled WBCs and unlabeled CTCs, which are performed in CTC-iChip2.
device (100 mm high) Free
withbeads
an inset showing a magnified view of the
Figure 1. Schematics of the HTMSU
showing the following: (A) A scaled AutoCAD diagram of the sinusoidally shaped capture channels with brightfield
characterization
PLTs, platelets.
optical micrographs of (B) the integrated conductivity sensor consisting of cylindrical Pt electrodes that were 75 µm in diameter with a 50 µm gap and (C)
micropillar array (50 6 50 mm square, 100 mm in gap) that is used to
the single port exit where the HTMSU tapers from 100 µm wide to 50 µm while the depth tapers from 150 to 80 µm over a 2.5 mm region that ends 2.5
The
microfluidic
devices
were
fabricated
single
inlet and
from the Pt electrodes;
(D) micrograph
taken at improved
5× magnification
showing
the sinusoidal
cell capture with
channels;aand
(E) 3D projection
of the topology
to thismmnegative
enrichment
method
the
depletion
to
filter sample fluids before entering the main channel.
of the HTMSU obtained at 2.5 µm resolution using noncontact optical profilometry (arrows indicate the Pt electrode conduits).
outlet oflinked
by57).
one
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(100
mm high)
3.1 log with a cancer cell recovery
84% (ref.
These
reported
Fig.
3. Fabrication
processusing
for filter with integrated electrodes for cell electrolysis.
methods
CTCs
owing
to manual
samHTMSU
device,(PDMS)
following thermal
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a
detailshave
on thepartial
fabricationrecovery
of theconventional
mold of
master
and the
microreplipoly-dimethylsiloxane
micromolding
to withwhere
vy is the magnetophoretic velocity, R is diameter of a
Module
2:
Fig. 1. (A) The HB-Chip consists of a microfluidic array of channels with a single
inlet
and
exit. Inset
illustrates
theHTMSU
blood
flow through
device.
(B)containing
A
cation.
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substrate
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for the
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duelysis
to the(loss
solution
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1-ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminoprople pre-processing
steps
such
asuniform
redreliable
blood
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fluid
control,
and
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rows
of
collection
micrograph of the grooved surface illustrates the asymmetry and periodicityitsofhigh
the herringbone
grooves.
Cartoon
illustrating
the
cell-surface
interactions
in
(C)
fidelity of forming structures with high aspect ratio via
pyl] carbodiimide hydrochloride
(EDC),
particle, xp, and xf are magnetic susceptibility of particle and
(inertial focusing
and6.0 mg/mL of N-hydroxtified
as ~11%
26))
and
density-gradient
centrifugation
the HB-Chip, and (D) a traditional flat-walled microfluidic device. Flow
visualization
studies (ref.
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viscosity
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microreplication,
minimal
nonspecific
adsorption
of
whole
blood
ysuccinimide
(NHS)
in
150
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sideof chambers
(Fig. flat-walled
1) to devices.
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efficiencies of
the other clear) demonstrate (E) the chaotic microvortices generated by thecomponents
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and and
the lack
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in (F) traditional
surrounding fluid, respectively, B(y) is magnetic flux density
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its surface,
its ability
toAlthough
generate
functional
(loss quantified
as
~27%
(ref.
26)).
the advantages
of6 (MES, Fisher Biotech, Fair Lawn, NJ), and buffered
acid at pH )
magnetic
The
PDMS devices
were
treated
scaffolds through UV irradiation
for bead-bound
the attachment of acells.saline
(Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis,
MO)
for 1.0 with
h to form the
tumorsurface
antigen–independent
detection
have
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put
forward
gradient along the y axis, m0 is the vacuum permeability, and g is
29
variety
of
biological
moieties.
ester intermediate.
The EDC/NHS
solution was then
Stott et al.
PNAS Pluronic-F108
∣ October 26, 2010 ∣ for
vol. 107
∣ no. 43succinimidyl
∣ 18393 running
one
before
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to prevent
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previous
studies,
aAntibody
robustimmobilization
and automated
platform
that
Immobilization.
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per- hour
the dynamic viscosity of fluid. We assumed that the cell
hydrodynamically
replaced with a 1.0 mg/mL monoclonal antiformed
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a two-step while
process.
Initially, thecell
UV-modified
non-specific
adhesion;
fluidantibody
flow
was Systems
driven
a syringe
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high
efficiency
performing
negative
depletion
is (R&D
EpCAM
Inc.,by
Minneapolis,
MN) solution
conjugated to the magnetic bead is a small sphere object with
contained in 150 mM PBS at pH ) 7.4 (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis,
still lacking.
pump (Harvard Apparatus,
PHD 22/2000). Biological fluids,
(26) Zabaglo, L.; Ormerod, M. G.; Parton, M.; Ring, A.; Smith, I. E.;
MO) and allowed to react for 4 h after which the device was rinsed
a diameter of 10 mm for this analysis. The transverse velocity was
The current
the102–108
isolation
of
CTCs
by
using
a
.
Dowsett,protocol
M. Cytometry,describes
Part including
A 2003, 55A,
WBCs
a solution
of PBSof
(pH
) 7.4)or
to proteins
remove any nonspecifically
blood, sometimeswith
form
clumps
cells
as a CTCs
(27) Ghossein, R. A.; Osman, I.; Bhattacharya,
S.; Ferrara, J.; Fazzari, M.;
measured and magnetic forces acting on magnetic beads were
58
anti-EpCAM
antibodies. For a complete description of this
modified CordonCardo,
CTC-iChip
architecture
to
improve
hematopoietic
cell
C.; Scher,
H. I.result
Diagn. Mol.
Pathol.
1999, 8, 59–65
of
the
action
ofD.;.fluidbound
shear
stresses
that can
interfere with
procedure,
see
the
Supporting
Information.
(28)
Nagrath,
S.;
Sequist,
L.
V.;
Maheswaran,
S.;
Bell,
D.
W.;
Irimia,
calculated
while
the
beads
were pulled by the permanent magnet
Credit: uses
Hou
et al.S.;2013
depletion.Ulkus,
The
CTC-iChip
continuous
deterministic lateral
Credit:
Karabacak et al. 2014
L.; Smith, M. R.; Kwak,
E. L.; Digumarthy,flow.
Muzikansky,
Apparatus. arrays
A PHD2000
Apparatus,
microfluidic
Thus, micropillar
(50syringe
6 50pump
mm(Harvard
square;
along
the
y-axis
and
were
simultaneously flowing through the
displacement
size-based
separation
and
A.; Ryan,(DLD)
P.; Balis, 59
U. J.;for
Tompkins,
R. G.; Haber,
D. A.; Toner, M.of WBCs
captured
with
EpCAM-labeled
magnetic
beads,
and
we
stained
Holliston, MA) was used to hydrodynamically process samples
and show that the numbers of CTCs in blood increase
significantly with onset of malignant invasion through tissue
Figure 1 | CTC-iChip schematic. The
CTC-iChip isincomposed
of two
separate
boundaries
transgenic
mice
bearing mammary cancers.

Nature 2007, 450, 1235–1239.

chambers
CTC-iChip
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mped through the chip using a pneumaticFunnel ratchets
b, The CTC-chip with microposts etched in
wing through the microfluidic device. d, Scanning
of a captured NCI-H1650 lung cancer cell spiked
ed red). The inset shows a high magnification view

served.
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parameters were kept constant. Expectedly, our results show blood,
an
it has not been possible to efficiently isolate CTCs
that have metastasized from primary tumors. Based on their high
inverse relationship between the oscillation pressure and the mean
Individual membrane filter was cut from the whole film with
sensitivity and selectivity, microfluidics approaches combined
Target cells in desired area
of the resulting distribution (Fig. 7B). In addition, ssorted increased
scissors and sandwiched between two pieces of polydimethylPurity~
|100%
(5)
with magnetic micro- or nano-particles coated with specific
siloxane (PDMS) with wells to form a chamber, which is then
Total cells in desired area
at higher oscillation pressures. Similarly to previous results
Fig. 2. Device design for filters with integrated electrodes for cell electrical lysis.
clamped between acrylic jig from the top and polyether ether
ligands haveLeft
been
used iseffectively
foronemany
separation
applicaillustration
an overview of
filter device
with individual
electrodes
obtained for PBMCs, more variance is associated with deform14
15
ketone (PEEK) jig from the bottom for a sealed system (Fig. 4).
wired up
on top and bottom sides
to form pads.
Right picture
shows
a close-up
tions, including
immunoassays,
particle
isolation
and
blood
ability than with size, and therefore the deformability-dominated
16,17
view
of the configuration of individual pores and electrodes reaching18,19
The fluidic accesses to the filter were provided with two syringes
cell collection,
as well as sepsis diagnosis and therapy. them.
Figure 1. The ScreenCell® Device. A, ScreenCell® Cyto and CC devices for cytology and cell culture. B, ScreenCell® MB device for molecular
sorting at higher pressures results in a wider distribution.
with needles penetrating the PDMS pieces. Sample and washing
biology.
Microfluidic channels also can be designed to minimize exposure
Device operating parameters
buffer were applied to the filter from top syringe and collected
To evaluate the effect of oscillatory pressure timing, we sorted
of isolated cells to fluid shear stresses, which can produce
in the bottom one.
20,21
The mean and width of the cell distribution after sorting are
MLCs
using
forward
pressure
durations
of
2,
3,
6,
and
8
s,
while
429
changes in cell physiology.
Although microfluidic-magnetic
primarily governed by three experimental parameters: the
keeping the reverse pressure duration at 1 s. The results showseparators
a
have been used to isolate blood cells,11 it has not yet
amplitude of the pressure oscillation, the timing of each
thresholding effect where a minimum of 3 s is necessary for the
been possible to expand Credit:
these isolated
cells et
in culture
for more
Adams
al. 2008
Credit: Nagrath et al. 2007
Credit: Stott et al. 2010
Credit: Kang et al. 2012
Fig. 1 (a) The rare circulating cell isolation microfluidic device contains
oscillation
cycle,
and the
total oscillation device.
time. For most of
extensive characterization. Here we describe a combined microsample cells to assume a characteristic distribution, while further
s from whole
blood
using
a microfluidic
an angled inlet channel that connects to a main channel followed by a
micromagnetic device that permits highly efficient
these experiments, the standard operating conditions involved an
increases in the period of the forward pressure do not lead to fluidic
an
double collection channel before reaching the outlet. The main channel
or CTC separation.
The sample is continually
isolation, detection and culture of rare CTCs from whole blood
oscillation pressure of 14 kPa, where each oscillation cycle
altered steady-state distribution.
and double collection channel are lined by rows of dead-end side
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING

Blood modeling
Basic constituents of blood:
• red blood cells
• plasma

Dissipative Particle
Dynamics (DPD)
model regions of material
solvent
particles

RBC
membrane
particles

Plasma
- 95% water
modeling requirements:
- incompressible fluid
- hydrodynamic behavior
(mass & momentum
conservation)

Red Blood Cells
- biconcave shape
- viscoelastic membrane
- constant area & volume

interactions with neighboring
particles

FDPD

FFSI

Dissipative Particle
Dynamics

Fwall

Fcell
7

Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD)
The evolution algorithm:

where:

dri
= vi
dt

fi

dvi
= fi
dt
⌘
X⇣
D
R
fi =
FC
+
F
+
F
ij
ij
ij
j6=i

local hydrostatic pressure

FC
ij

=

(

↵ij (1
0,

rij /rc ) r̂ij , for rij < rc
for rij rc

R

! =

!
viscous effects

FD
ij

=

D

! (vij · r̂ij ) r̂ij

thermal fluctuations
R
FR
=
!
✓ij r̂ij
ij

D

2

(

k

(1
0,

= !

rij /rc ) , for rij < rc
for rij rc

R 2

= 2 kB T

h✓ij (t)i = 0

0

h✓ij (t) ✓kl (t )i = (

ik jl

+

il jk )

(t

0

t)
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Red Blood Cell (RBC) model
V ({xi }) = Vin
Vin

plane

=

X

j21...Ns

Vbending =

X

+ Vbending + Varea + Vvolume

plane

"

kB T lmax 3x2j

kb [1

4p(1
cos(✓j

2x3j

xj )

+

kp
1)ljn

(n

1

#

✓0 )]

j21...Ns

Varea

2
X
ka (Atot Atot
0 )
=
+
tot
2A0

j21...Nt

Vvolume

kd (Aj A0 )2
2A0

kv (V tot V0tot )2
=
2V0tot

Mechanical Properties
p

✓

membrane shear
modulus

3kB T
µ0 =
4plmax x0

area compression
modulus

K = 2µ0 + ka + kd

Young’s modulus

4Kµ0
Y =
K + µ0

x0
2(1 x0 )3

1
4(1

1
+
x0 ) 2 4

membrane
bending rigidity
membrane
shear viscosity

◆

+

p

3kp (n + 1)
4l0n+1

2kc
kb = p
3
p
⌘m = 3

T

+

p

3
4

where:

x0 =

l0
lmax

C
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blockage of the flow is expected to be responsible for the high drag values.

with solid walls located at y = 0 and y = 10, and periodic boundary
ctions. The lower wall is oscillating
with a velocity Ux = sin(Xt), with
pﬃﬃﬃ
d are: q = 10, a = 3, r ¼ 3, and k B T ¼ 13. The kinematic viscosity is

Validation of the DPD-RBC model
ð14Þ

d into 20 equally sized bins in the y-direction, and the data are collected
window of 5 time steps. The simulation is conducted for 200,000 time
a total of 100 periods. The phase averaging is conducted for 50 period
n. The resulting velocity profiles are found in good agreement with the
bsolute error below 1%.

1. Solvent validation

Phys. Biol. 9 (2012) 026010

et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 225 (2007) 1125–1136
Poiseuille flow (DPD vs NS)A.M. AltenhoﬀUnsteady
Stokes flow
Flow past a1133cylinder
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X Li et al

Bifurcating channel

Phys. Biol. 9 (2012) 026010

X Li et al

Figure 4. Verification of DPD flow in bifurcating fluidic channel. Top: stations where velocity profiles of the DPD results and the NS
solutions are compared. Bottom: velocity profiles of the DPD results and the NS solutions obtained for the center plane of bifurcating
microfluidic channel at different stations. Blue and gray particles represent solvent and wall particles, respectively. For clarity, the solvent
particles are not shown in the following figures.

-0.5

0.0

0.5

18.4 µm diameter solid spherical particles, 83.9% particle
recovery efficiency is obtained for φd = 2.5. For φd = 6.5, a
97.8% particle recovery efficiency is obtained. This result is
compared well with previous experimental observations [2];
see figure 6. Furthermore, 100.0% particle recovery efficiency
is achieved using φd = 8.6.
In the two recent two-dimensional theoretical studies,
Barber et al [12] and Doyeux et al [11] found that a RBC in
the vicinity of the pure flow separating streamline is attracted
toward the low flow-rate branch due to the strong confinement
in the z direction. Doyeux et al also showed that the attraction
toward the low flow-rate branch is weak for spheres of radius
R ≃ 0.5 or smaller. In particular, their experimental results
suggested that particles of radius R ! 0.3 behave like fluid
particles. To evaluate the attraction effect, we simulate solid
spherical particles in same geometric bifurcations but applying
the no-slip wall boundary condition instead of the periodic
boundary condition in the spanwise z direction; the results
are also shown in figure 6. In these cases, the diameter of
solid spherical particles in the simulation is 18.4 µm with the

1.0

depth of the microfluidic channel d0 = 20.0 µm, resulting
in a strong confinement in the z direction. Consistent with
the theoretical results, more solid spherical particles enter
into low flow-rate branch compared to those in bifurcations
with the periodic boundary condition along the z direction,
indicating that the attraction directs the solid spherical particles
toward the low flow-rate branch. For example, for Q1 /Q0 =
0.2, the particle recovery efficiency is around 6.4% and 8.9%
for solid spherical particles in bifurcations with periodic and
wall boundary conditions in the z-axis direction, respectively.
The corresponding theoretical values are around 6.2% and
12.4% for p = 0.42 under the no-attraction assumption and
with the attraction, respectively. For Q1 /Q0 = 0.4, the value
of N1 /N0 shifts from 29.9% with the periodic boundary
condition to 35.6% with the wall boundary condition along
the z direction; it rises from 34.6% under the no-attraction
assumption up to 37.2% with the attraction according to theory
in [11]. In the study of solid spherical particles in bifurcations
with the periodic boundary condition in the z direction, the
confinement is the same in the y direction but quite weak in the

compared.
Bottom: velocity
profiles of the DPD
results and the velocity
NS solutions obtained for the
center plane of bifurcating
Fig. 10. DPD simulations of the flow past a circular cylinder at Resolutions
= are40.
The
steady
state
components:
(a) u and (b
roblem. (a) The density (- -) and temperature
& &) profiles
using the present
microfluidic channel at different stations. Blue and gray particles represent solvent and wall particles, respectively. For clarity, the solvent
Fig. 7.(& Stokes
flowobtained
near an oscillating
flat plate: We show the velocity profiles at eight instances during the period: t = 2kp/8, k = 0, . . . , 7.
particles are not shown in the following figures.
Credit:
Altenhoff
et al. 2007
Credit: Altenhoff et al. 2007
Credit: Altenhoff et al. 2007
Credit: Karniadakis et al. 2012
n the perturbations compare to previous studies
(—)
[9].
(b)
The
velocity
profile
is
found
DPD simulations are indicated with squares, analytic solutions with lines. the flow is separated, which is confirmed by the streamlines shown 18.4
inµm(c).
A
uniform
density
field
(d)
is
observed
at the solid
diameter solid spherical particles, 83.9% particle depth of the microfluidic channel d = 20.0 µm, resulting
on (- -).
recovery efficiency is obtained for φ = 2.5. For φ = 6.5, a in a strong confinement in the z direction. Consistent with
Figure 4. Verification of DPD flow in bifurcating fluidic channel. Top: stations where velocity profiles of the DPD results and the NS
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0

small variations in flow reflecting the variation in pressure.

4.4. Flow past a circular cylinder
The last test case involves the flow past a circular cylinder demonstrating the capability of the method to
handle non-planar geometries. We choose the parameters recently considered in similar DPD simulations [29],
with Reynolds numbers (Re = UD/m) of 10, 20, 30 and 40, where D is the diameter of the cylinder and U the
onset flow speed. The flow is imposed by reassigning a random velocity to the particles in the inlet region [29]
(Li = 2rc) located at the left boundary cf. Fig. 8. The random velocity is drawn from a Maxwellian distribution
with mean values of (U, 0, 0). Otherwise, periodic boundary conditions are imposed in all spatial directions.
The size of the computational domain (Lx · Ly · Lz) is chosen suﬃciently large to avoid excessive blockage
(D/Ly) of the flow. The parameters governing the fluid are: q = 4.0, a = 18.75, r = 3, and kBT = 1. With these
parameters the fluid viscosity is m = 0.271 (Eq. (14)) and the isothermal speed of sound (cs) [29] is 3.05. In order
to assure an eﬀectively incompressible flow we choose flow speeds U suﬃciently low to obtain Mach numbers
(Ma = U/cs) below !0.3 cf. Table 1.

2. RBC only (no solvent)

experiment:
RBC stretching with optical tweezers

d

d

97.8% particle recovery efficiency is obtained. This result is
compared well with previous experimental observations [2];
see figure 6. Furthermore, 100.0% particle recovery efficiency
is achieved using φd = 8.6.
In the two recent two-dimensional theoretical studies,
Barber et al [12] and Doyeux et al [11] found that a RBC in
the vicinity of the pure flow separating streamline is attracted
toward the low flow-rate branch due to the strong confinement
in the z direction. Doyeux et al also showed that the attraction
toward the low flow-rate branch is weak for spheres of radius
R ≃ 0.5 or smaller. In particular, their experimental results
suggested that particles of radius R ! 0.3 behave like fluid
particles. To evaluate the attraction effect, we simulate solid
spherical particles in same geometric bifurcations but applying
the no-slip wall boundary condition instead of the periodic
boundary condition in the spanwise z direction; the results
are also shown in figure 6. In these cases, the diameter of
solid spherical particles in the simulation is 18.4 µm with the

the theoretical results, more solid spherical particles enter
into low flow-rate branch compared to those in bifurcations
with the periodic boundary condition along the z direction,
indicating that the attraction directs the solid spherical particles
toward the low flow-rate branch. For example, for Q1 /Q0 =
0.2, the particle recovery efficiency is around 6.4% and 8.9%
for solid spherical particles in bifurcations with periodic and
wall boundary conditions in the z-axis direction, respectively.
The corresponding theoretical values are around 6.2% and
12.4% for p = 0.42 under the no-attraction assumption and
with the attraction, respectively. For Q1 /Q0 = 0.4, the value
of N1 /N0 shifts from 29.9% with the periodic boundary
condition to 35.6% with the wall boundary condition along
the z direction; it rises from 34.6% under the no-attraction
assumption up to 37.2% with the attraction according to theory
in [11]. In the study of solid spherical particles in bifurcations
with the periodic boundary condition in the z direction, the
confinement is the same in the y direction but quite weak in the

6

measurements:
long & short diameters of RBC

Fig. 8. DPD simulations of the flow past a circular cylinder. (a) Schematic of the simulation setup. The cylinder of diameter D is placed in
the center of the computational box of size (Lx, Ly, Lz). A uniform velocity profile with mean U = (U, 0, 0) is imposed to particles in the
inlet region of size Li. Radial profiles of the tangential velocity and density are extracted in the vertical plane intersecting the center of the
cylinder (shaded area).

experiment

simulation

Table 1
Simulation parameters for the flow past a circular cylinder
Re

Lx · Ly · Lz

Credit: Suresh et al. 2015 D

D/Ly

U

Credit: Fedosov etMa
al. 2010
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Credit: Fedosov et al. 2010

Micro-to-Macro Link. The non-Newtonian nature of blood (e.g
shear thinning, yield stress) emerges from the interactions b
tween cells and from their properties and dynamics. Therefor
we examined the structure and dynamics of the modeled suspe
sions on the level of single cells. We found null pair correlation
of RBC centers of mass for each direction ðx;y;zÞ, which indicat
that the cell suspensions do not self-assemble or order themselv
in any direction at H ¼ 45%. This finding contradicts with su
pensions of spherical colloids, which have been shown (32)
self-assemble near the close-packing concentration. To examin
the cell suspension’s
local microstructure, we calculate the radi
2.0
Experiment
distribution function (RDF)
of RBC centers
Simulation, one-component
DPD model shown in Fig. 4A. A
Simulation, two-component
equivalent isotropic structure
factor DPD
canmodel
be found in SI Text. F
the no-aggregation
1.5 case, we find that no significant structur
formed over the entire range of shear rates. At the lowest she
rate (red solid line), several small peaks in RDF indicate the pr
Fig. 2. Visualization of aggregation. Simulated reversible rouleaux are
sence of infrequent
intermediate structures because RBCs ma
formed by LD-RBC model (Upper) and MS-RBC model (Lower) with
1.0
H ¼ 10%. The left column corresponds to low shear rates, center column
have enough time to relax locally at very low shear rates. A larg
to moderate share rates, and right column to high shear rates as indicated
peak of the red solid curve at r ¼ 8 μm, which is equal to the ce
on the plots; see SI Text.
0.5 that neighboring RBCs are often aligned wi
diameter, indicates
each other in the flow. As seen from the other solid curves (blu
cell suspensions (29), and blood (7). Following the extrapolation
green, and black), the correlations completely disappear at high
method in ref. 7, we fit a polynomial in Casson coordinates (_γ 1∕2 , shear rates, and0.0therefore the shear thinning behavior of a no
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5 *
2.0
)
to
the
simulated
data
for
a
H
¼
45%
suspension
shown
in
τ1∕2
xy
aggregating suspension is clearly
not due
to a ΔP
change in micr
Local pressure
difference
Fig. 3A. The fitting clearly indicates the extrapolated τy to be nonstructure. In contrast, several large peaks in the RDF functio
zero for the aggregating RBC suspension and zero without cell
for the aggregating caseCredit:
at the lowest
shear
rate2014
γ_ ¼ 0.045 s
Xuejin
et al.
aggregation.
(red dashed line) indicate the formation of rouleaux of two
The yield stress for blood has previously been attributed to the
four RBCs. An increase of the shear rate leads to the dispersio
presence of rouleaux in experiments reported in refs. 1, 10 and 11. of rouleaux shown by the blue dashed curve in Fig. 4A, whe
In practice, the measurement of yield stress is complicated by the
predominant RBC aggregates are formed by only two RBC
nature of suspension and type of instrument used (30). As an exAt shear rates above approximately 5–10 s−1 , no difference in m
ample, at the lowest shear rates sedimentation and viscometer
crostructure is detected between aggregating and nonaggregatin
wall effects are complicating factors, and yield stresses derived
cell suspensions. As a conclusion, the steep increase in viscosi
from viscometric data are not consistent with those derived from
of the aggregating blood at low shear rates is mainly due to th
nonrheological measurements (6). Merrill et al. (1) found τy of
cell aggregation into rouleaux. In addition, rouleaux formatio
healthy human blood to lie between 0.0015 and 0.005 Pa at
also provides a plausible explanation for the existence of yie
H ¼ 45%, and to vary as H 1∕3 , similar to the dependence Thurstress, because with decrease of shear rate, larger rouleaux stru
ston (31) described for the elastic modulus of blood. Copley et al. tures are formed resulting in an eventual “solidification” of th
(11) measured blood properties at very low shear rates down to
suspension.
3B shows
0.001 s−1 , and still found evidence for a yield stress. Fig.
Theal.
dynamics
Credit:
Xuejin et
2014 of a single RBC in shear flow is characterized b
that the simulated τy obtained by the extrapolation in Casson cothe tumbling motion at low shear rates and membrane tan
ordinates are in good agreement with viscometric data, consistent
treading at high shear rates (13–15). The tumbling-to-tank-trea
with the agreement between the computed and the measured
ing transition occurs within a certain range of intermediate she
rates, where an RBC may experience high bending deformatio
viscosities.

3. RBC-Wall interactions
- addition: RBC-Wall and DPD-wall potential (DPD) forces

experiment

RBC transit velocity v*

Validation of the DPD-RBC model

simulation

Credit: Quinn et al. 2011

A

4. RBC-RBC interactions

0.15

(shear stress)

1/2

(Pa

Vw
simulation
setup:
- periodic BC in
x direction
- Lees-Edwards
in z direction

Yield stress (Pa)

1/2

)

- addition: RBC-RBC forces (LJ potential)

B

MS-RBC (no aggregation)
MS-RBC (aggregation)
LD-RBC (no aggregation)
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Fig. 3. Correlation of aggregation with yield stress. (A) Casson plots with a polynomial fit showing
the extrapolated
intercept
τy for
simulated MS-RBC an
Credit:
Fedosov
et al.
2011
LD-RBC suspensions with (dashed lines) and without (solid lines) aggregation at H ¼ 45%. (B) Yield stress as a function of hematocrit H for simulated suspe
sions with aggregation compared with experimental values derived from viscosity measurements: blue stars, Merril et al. (1); green triangles, Chien et al. (
open circles, Picart et al. (6).
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SIMULATIONS IN MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES

Why the CTC-iChip microfluidic device

Credit: Ozkumur et al. 2013

CTC-iChip 1

CTC-iChip 2

Inertial focusing

egg-shaped: 24×17×150 μm
engineered to deflect
particles > 4 μm
Hydrodynamic Cell Sorting:
Deterministic Lateral
Displacement
•

Ozkumur, E. et al. “Inertial focusing for tumor antigen–dependent and–independent sorting of rare circulating tumor cells.” Science translational medicine. 2013.

•

Karabacak, N.M. et al. “Microfluidic, marker-free isolation of circulating tumor cells from blood samples.” Nature protocols. 2014.
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Deterministic Lateral Displacement (DLD)
Mechanical particle separation device:
•

Asymmetric bifurcation of laminal flow (Re

•

Particle path is deterministic

•

if R>Rcrit particle is displaced

0) around obstacles
streamlines

FLOW

Rcrit

•

Huang, L.R., Cox, E.C., Austin, R.H. and Sturm, J.C. “Continuous particle separation through deterministic lateral displacement.” Science. 2004.
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DLD in microfluidic devices
experiment

simulation

•

periodic boundaries along flow direction
(x-direction)

•

wall on top and bottom (z-direction)

•

pressure induced flow with constant ΔPx

•

Re<0.5

Credit: Karabacak et al. 2014

Software: uDeviceX, open-source, C++/CUDA
https://github.com/uDeviceX/uDeviceX
15

The CTC-iChip

Simulation by D. Alexeev, CSElab, with uDeviceX
Visualization by C. Conti, CSElab

Rossinelli, Diego, Yu-Hang Tang, Kirill Lykov, Dmitry Alexeev, Massimo Bernaschi, Panagiotis
Hadjidoukas, Mauro Bisson et al. "The in-silico lab-on-a-chip: petascale and high-throughput
simulations of microfluidics at cell resolution." In Proceedings of the International Conference
16
for High Performance Computing, Networking, Storage and Analysis, p. 2. ACM, 2015.

The CTC-iChip

Center of mass

RBCs

CTC

Simulation by D. Alexeev, CSElab, with uDeviceX
Visualization by C. Conti, CSElab

Rossinelli, Diego, Yu-Hang Tang, Kirill Lykov, Dmitry Alexeev, Massimo Bernaschi, Panagiotis
Hadjidoukas, Mauro Bisson et al. "The in-silico lab-on-a-chip: petascale and high-throughput
simulations of microfluidics at cell resolution." In Proceedings of the International Conference
17
for High Performance Computing, Networking, Storage and Analysis, p. 2. ACM, 2015.

Optimization of post orientation
φ

y
Increase Separation
of CTC and RBCs
Y (um)

Flow
x

Optimizing angle φ

WORST

ORIGINAL

BEST
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Model limitations

Discrepancy with experiment:
• asymmetry in RBC distribution between posts
• underestimation of RBC mass flux
Probable reasons:
• Fluid structure interactions
• Compressibility of DPD
• RBC-particle membrane density

On-going work:
• Model improvement and parameter
calibration

19

Summary
•

Extremely important to separate CTCs with high purity and efficiency

•

Micro-fluidic devices: promising

•

Modeling and simulation: Use of established models for plasma and
erythrocytes

•

Simulations of microfluidic devices can provide insights for:
• Identification of key flow features in the micro-scale
• Divergence of the collective behavior of RBCs compared to
theoretical expectations and predictions.

•

Device optimization to achieve the same or better CTC separationpurity faster, by improving device efficiency
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THANK YOU !

